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An analysis of reaction efficiency is presented for reactions of carbonaceous ions and molecules. Our results
show that the combination of experimental rate-coefficient measurements and computations of the condensed
Fukui functions of frontier molecular orbitals and pyramidal angles ofπ orbitals is very useful for elucidating
the reactive sites on fullerene carbon clusters in the gas phase.

1. Introduction

In comparison with normal planar conjugated organic mol-
ecules, the fullerenes greatly favor reactions that decrease strain,
whereas those reactions that increase strain are inhibited.1

Fullerene molecules and their ions provide a range of reactive
C sites with different degrees of hybridization and strain.1,2

Nucleophilic addition3-5 and cycloaddition6 to C70 favor the
carbon atoms which have the most pyramidal shape (sites 1
and 2 in Figure 1). Meanwhile, the preferential electrophilic
attack7 of C70 recently observed under Friedel-Crafts conditions
(CHCl3/AlCl3) favors the less pyramid site of C70 (site 4 in
Figure 1). Solution studies of the osmylation of C70 have
identified regioselectivity with different surface strain.8 Osmy-
lation occurs mainly at the bond between highly pyramidalized
carbons, to a lesser extent at the bond between carbons
pyramidalized like those in C60, and little or not at all at the
bond between the less pyramidalized carbons.

Investigations with a selected-ion flow tube (SIFT) tandem
mass spectrometer9 of addition reactions of C56

+, C58
+, and C60

+

with NH3, C56
2+, C58

2+, and C60
2+ with C2H2 and CH3CN, and

hydride-transfer reactions10 of C56
2+, C58

2+, and C60
2+ with

n-C4H10 revealed an enhanced reactivity for the adjacent-penta-
gon fullerene ions of C56 and C58 compared to those of C60.
Adjacent pentagons enhance the curvature of the carbon surface
of selected C sites.10 Also, systematic experimental studies of
gas-phase addition reactions of C56

+, C58
+, C60

+, C70
+, coran-

nulene+, and coronene+ with cyclopentadiene and 1,3-cyclo-
hexadiene11 have shown that the efficiency of bond formation
with these two molecules also depends strongly on the curvature
of the carbonaceous surface of the reacting cation.2,11 For
example, the Diels-Alder addition of cyclopentadiene11 is faster
with the smaller, more strained fullerene cations, and the
efficiencies of addition to the less strained corannulene cation
and the flat coronene cation are immeasurably small. Since this

order of reactivity follows the relative magnitudes of the
π-orbital axis vector (POAV) angles, the gas-phase experiments
suggest that POAV angles provide a very useful guide for
understanding the measured reaction efficiencies.

The π-orbital axis vector (POAV) is defined as that vector
which makes equal angles (θσπ) to the threeσ-bonds at a
conjugated carbon atom.1 The POAV angle) (θσπ - 90°) (see
Scheme 1) and is 0° and 19.37° for a planar sp2 and a tetrahedral
sp3 carbon atom, respectively. Table 1 provides a summary of
the different POAV angles at the sites of the molecules shown
in Figure 1 and their cations. C60 has only one such site, while
C70 has five different types of C sites with different surface
strain. The bowl-shaped corannulene molecule has three types
of C sites including one without strain, whereas there is no strain
in the flat PAH coronene. The corresponding cations have a
reduced symmetry except C70. The Ih symmetry of the neutral
C60 reduces to theD5d symmetry in its cation which has four
distinguishable sites.

The POAV analysis of hybridization also has been introduced
as a unifying metric for the degree of structural progress in an
organic reaction.12 Here, we extend this concept to find the
reaction site (which has a specific POAV angle) from a
knowledge of the reaction efficiency. We apply ab initio
quantum chemical methods and obtain the frontier function from
electronic properties of the highest occupied molecular orbital
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Figure 1. Numbered carbon sites in corannulene, coronene, C60, C70,
and C58. See Table 1 for the magnitude of theπ-orbital axis vector
(POAV) angle at each site for these molecules and their cations.
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(HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO).
The POAV should be more useful for predicting the preferred
site of attack in these reactions’ angle in combination with the
frontier function. The frontier function or Fukui function13 of
chemical reactivity is a local quantity, which has different values
at different sites of a molecule. The preferred site of chemical
attack is the site with the largest frontier function. The condensed
Fukui function is obtained with hybrid density fuctional theory.

2. Calculations

The structures of the corannulene, coronene, C60, C70, C58,
and their cations were optimized with the density functional
method (using 6-31G* basis sets) using Becke’s three-parameter
hybrid method and the Lee-Yang-Parr correlation functional
(B3LYP).14 All geometries at local minima are fully optimized
using the Gaussian 03 suite of programs.15 Our discussion is
based mostly on B3LYP/6-31G*//B3LYP/6-31G* (B3LYP/6-
31G*) results. The structures that were studied here at the level
of B3LYP/6-31G* are those shown in Figure 1. The POAV
analysis of the geometrical structures was carried out with the
POAV3 program, which is available from QCPE.16

3. Results and Discussion

The Ih symmetry of the neutral C60 is reduced toD5d

symmetry in its cation in our calculations. C70 has the same
symmetry,D5h, for both the neutral and its cation. Table 1 gives
the POAV angles for various sites on the optimized structures

of selected carbonaceous molecules and their cations at the level
of B3LYP/6-31G*. The POAV angles of coronene and its cation
are 0°. Table 1 also includes values for the four and five different
carbon sites for C60

+ and C70
+ with structural symmetries of

D5d and C5h, respectively. Corrannulene has three different
carbon sites in itsC5V symmetry. However, its cation hasCs

symmetry. Table 1 lists the three carbon sites with the largest
Fukui functions. For C58 which hasCs symmetry, Table 1
provides POAV angles for the five sites (among thirty-one
different sites) that have larger coefficients in the HOMO and
LUMO than the others.

Figure 2 shows a semilogarithmic plot of the dependence of
the previously reported experimental reaction efficiency (E) on
the square of theπ-orbital axis vector angle for reactions of
various carbonaceous cations with cyclopentadiene and 1,3-
cyclohexadiene.2,11 Here,E is defined askobs/kc, wherekobs is
the measured rate coefficient andkc is the collision rate
coefficient, which is estimated to be 10-9 cm3 molecule-1 s-1.2,11

This plot is drawn on eq 1, which is derived from the
experimental data of the reaction efficiency as a function of
POAV angles at carbon sites with the largest values of indices
of the condensed Fukui function13 of selected carbonaceous
surfaces at the level of the hybrid density functional (B3LYP/
6-31G*) method,

Here, SE is the strain energy17 at a given carbon atom in kcal
mol-1, whereθ is the POAV angle in radians. The square of
the relation coefficient is 0.999. Equation 1 intercepts the most
reactive sites as predicted by the condensed Fukui functions
and so should be useful for predicting the reaction sites of other
fullerenes.

Figure 2 and eq 1 suggest that the reactions of the C58
+ and

the C70
+ cations occur at sites 1 and 4, respectively, of five

different carbon sites. These are the sites with the highest indices

SCHEME 1: POAV Pyramidalization Angle [( θσπ -
90°), Deg]

TABLE 1: POAV Angles for Various Sites on Selected
Carbonaceous Molecules (and Their Cations) and the Indices
(×103) of the Condensed Fukui Function of Their Cations in
Optimized Structures at the Level of B3LYP/6-31G*a

sites C60 C70 C58 corannulene coronene

1 11.6
(11.7)
16

11.9
(11.7)
14

15.2
(14.6)
33

8.1
(7.5)
32

0
(0)
17

2 11.6
(11.8)
16

11.9
(12.0)
15

12.7
(12.2
25

3.7
(3.3)
23

0
(0)
23

3 11.6
(11.7)
14

11.4
(11.5)
14

15.5
(15.7)
23

1.6
(1.8)
21

0
(0)
35

4 11.6
(11.4)
20

10.2
(10.2)
17

11.3
(10.8)
21

5 8.7
(8.7)

9

12.0
(11.7)
20

a The top number is the POAV angle for the neutral, the number in
parentheses is the POAV angle for the cation, and the lowest number
is the index of the condensed Fukui function for the cation.

Figure 2. Semilogarithmic plot for the dependence of reaction
efficiency (E) on the square of theπ-orbital axis vector (POAV) angle
for reactions of various carbonaceous cations with cyclopentadiene
(squares) and 1,3-cyclohexadiene (circles) in He buffer gas.E ) kobs/
kc, wherekobs is the measured rate coefficient andkc is the collision
rate coefficient, which is estimated to be 10-9 cm3 molecule-1 s-1. The
numbers of the distinguishable sites are indicated for C58

+ and C70
+.

kobs) 6.0× 10-14e0.60SE where SE) 196(θ - π/2)2

(1)
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of the condensed Fukui functions, and this leads to the important
result that the measured rate coefficients (or reaction efficiencies)
are useful for confirming the reaction and bonding sites on
surfaces of fullerene cations in the gas phase. This preferred
reactive site is in line with the lowest energy structure of the
alkylated C70 cation which was confirmed by NMR measure-
ments and DFT calculations of the relative energies of regio-
isomers of alkylated C70 cation.7 Scheme 2 shows the qualitative
orbital character at the reaction sites in Table 1. These also
suggest that the preference for reaction at a particular C site is
not only a function of the highest strain energy (which is the
site with the highest local curvature) in those cations by the
relief of strain energy but is also a function of the frontier
electronic structure of the chemical species.

Scheme 2 is an illustration of different environments for
carbon atoms. The formation of a fourth chemical bond to a
carbon atom, in a tetrahedral coordination, implies sp3 hybrid-
ization at the carbon concerned in the resulting product. This
process is expected to be easiest at sites that already feature a
high degree of sp3 character.

Figure 3 shows the HOMO and LUMO for various sites on
C70 molecule and its cation at the level of B3LYP/6-31G*. The
large LUMO coefficients (Figure 3a) predict that the preferential
nucleophilic attack of C70 occurs at sites 1 and 2, which have
the most pyramidal shape. Meanwhile, the preferential carbon
site for electrophilic attack of C70 is not clear in the HOMO of

neutral C70, which shows a doubly degenerate state and
competition between 6-6 and 5-6 ring junctions. Thus,
although the LUMO of the cation could be inferred from the
HOMO of C70,7 caution should be exercised if the degenerate
HOMO of the neutral is split in the LUMO of its cation.

Figure 3b shows that the HOMO and LUMO for C70
+ have

the identical orbital character because the C70 molecule and its
cation have the same symmetry and the HOMO of the C70

molecule is degenerate. TheR-HOMO of its cation apparently
shows the electrophilic sites of attack of C70

+ that control the
addition to the bond common to adjacent five- and six-
membered rings. Also, theâ-LUMO of its cation clearly shows
the nucleophilic sites of attack of C70

+ that control the addition
to the bond common to adjacent five- and six-membered rings.
Meier and co-workers already reported that addition of benzyne
to C70 produces four adducts, one of which resulted from the
addition to such a bond.6b Site 4 and its nearest neighbor sites
(see the sites of C70 in Figure 1) have bonding character because
they have the same lobe direction. These are in line with the
predictions made here on the basis of the condensed Fukui
function and the POAV angle.

Therefore, our analysis of reaction efficiency shows that the
combination of experimental SIFT rate-coefficient measurements
and computations of the condensed Fukui functions and POAV
angles is very useful for elucidating the reactive sites on
fullerene carbon clusters in the gas phase. Also, as far as we
know, this is the first demonstration of the combined influence
of an electronic effect (the condensed Fukui function) and a
geometric effect (the POAV angle) in determining the progress
of reactions involving fullerene clusters.
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Figure 3. HOMO and LUMO of the C70 molecule (a) and its cation (b).

SCHEME 2: Different Orbital Characters at Different
Geometrical Environments of Carbon Atoms
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